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❍   
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❍   
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●   
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Particle Graffiti Game❍   

Particle Graffiti-Double Score❍   

Particle Graffiti-Double Score (cont.)❍   

Particle Graffiti-Double Score (cont.)❍   
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●   

Particle Pinball Intro
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Baryon Intro
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Baryon Bonanza (playing)❍   
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Baryon Information❍   

Double Bucks❍   

Correct❍   

Show Einstein Bucks❍   

Wrong❍   
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Particle Families- Intro

Particle Families- Level 2❍   
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Explanation of the Colors of Quarks and Antiquarks in Mesons❍   

Explanation of Quarks in Mesons❍   

Particle Families-Relevance❍   
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Nature's Scale

Nature's Scale - Shockwave❍   

Nature's Scale - Shockwave (Double Your Bucks)❍   

Nature's Scale - End❍   
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Basic Forces Between Particles

Four Forces❍   

Four Forces (Shockwave)❍   

Four Forces (Shockwave -Intro 1)❍   

Four Forces (Shockwave -Intro 2)❍   

Four Forces (Shockwave -Intro 3)❍   
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Four Forces (Shockwave - E&M last)❍   

Four Forces (Shockwave - Weak 1)❍   

Four Forces (Shockwave - Weak 2)❍   
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Weak 3)❍   
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Double Bucks❍   
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Diggin' Deeper

Fermilabyrinth : Diggin Deeper'

Explore the Web❍   

Books and other Resources❍   
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Accelerators Give Particles Oomph

The instruments that particle physicists use for their studies include
accelerators, detectors and powerful computers. Accelerators give
the protons enormous energy. To study very small particles
scientists need very high-energy protons and very big accelerators.

Warp Speed

Accelerators Story Page

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/warpspeed/story.html [10/5/2001 3:53:35 PM]
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Push, Push, Push the Particle

 
 

This activity needs Shockwave. If
you don't see the animation above,

click 

Go to Game
 

 

 

Warp Speed

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Shockwave Movie by Vishesh Narayen, IMSA and Liz Quigg, Fermilab
Last Update: May 11, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/warpspeed/linac/activity.html
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Push, Push, Push the Particle
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Push, Push, Push the Particle (Shockwave-Intro 1)
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Push, Push, Push the Particle (Shockwave-Intro 3)
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Push, Push, Push the Particle (Shockwave)
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Push, Push, Push the Particle (Shockwave)
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Push, Push, Push the Particle (Shockwave-Double)
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Congratulations! You earned Einstein Bucks in Push, Push,
Push the Particle!!

Now do you know how the Linac below works?
You can print your bucks or go back to Warpspeed.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: May 17, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/natures_scale/done_linac.html

Push the Particle - End
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Push the Particle - End
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Race for Energy

 
 

This activity needs Shockwave. If
you don't see the animation above,

click 

Go to Game
 

 

 

Warp Speed

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: Dec. 23, 1998
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/warpspeed/race_for_energy/activity.html
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Race for Energy (Shockwave)
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Race for Energy (2)(Shockwave)
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Race for Energy (Shockwave-Double)
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Student Results
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<

Detectors Reveal Invisible Particles
and Forces

The particles scientists want to study are so small
that they cannot be seen by the human eye or the
most powerful microscope. So physicists build
huge detectors to track the particles as they move
outward from a collision. Scientists need
computers to collect, store and analyze the
information. They need computers because the
experiments create a lot of data over a very short
period of time and because many of the newly
created particles live for only an instant.
Computers also allow scientists to use the data to
reconstruct events in a collision. Subatomic
particles behave like waves. Understanding the
properties of waves helps scientists design their
experiments and interpret the results.

Ghost Bustin'

Story: Detectors
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Detector_detail

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/ghostbustin/detector_detail/screens/detector_detail.html [10/5/2001 3:54:20 PM]



Detector Component

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/ghostbustin/detector_detail/screens/intro1.html [10/5/2001 3:54:22 PM]



Calorimeter Cake

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/ghostbustin/detector_detail/screens/intro2.html [10/5/2001 3:54:24 PM]



Recording a Shower

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/ghostbustin/detector_detail/screens/intro3.html [10/5/2001 4:06:48 PM]



Calorimeter Recipe

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/ghostbustin/detector_detail/screens/intro4.html [10/5/2001 3:54:29 PM]



Assembling
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Making 3D Plots of Shower Shapes
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Choosing the Right Materials
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Particles
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Electron
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Muon
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Jets
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Practice Your Skills
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Events
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Z->ee
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Z->>jet jet
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Z->mu mu
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Practice Your Skills
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Calorimetry
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Detect Invisible Bullets with a Geiger Counter

 
 

This activity needs Shockwave. If
you don't see the animation above,

click 

Go to Game
 

Be sure to turn up your sound! 

Ghost Bustin'

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: Mar.1,1999
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/ghostbustin/geiger_counter/activity.html

Geiger Counter
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Particle Countin'(Shockwave)
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Particle Countin' - Test What You
Learned

Earn Einstein Bucks by answering the questions below. Remember
you can always go back to the Particle Countin' Game. After you are
done, click on the "Click to Print Bucks" Button at the bottom of the
page. You'll get more Einstein bucks if you fill in the explanations.

Both the fiesta ware and the watch are radioactive; this means that very small particles, too small to see,
shoot out of them. The Geiger Counter counts how many particles come from each object. The shields
may stop some of the particles.

Question 1: Which object seems to have the most particles coming out?

Fiestaware Plate Watch

●   

Question 2: Does the Geiger counter count more particles when objects are close by or when
they are far away? Explain your answer in the box below.

Close by Far away

●   

Question 3: Which shield does the best job stopping the particles?

Wood Lead No Shield

●   

Question 4: Why do you think the Geiger counter can still count particles even though you put a
shield in the way?

●   

Question 5: Why do you still hear some clicks on the Geiger Counter when you have no source?●   

Question 6: Physicists at Fermilab build their detectors with layers of different materials to trap
the particles. These type of detectors are called Calorimeters. If you were going to trap all these
particles with a layer of material, which would you use?

Wood Lead

●   

Double Your Bucks by reading about detectors and answering the
question correctly:

Test Your Knowledge of Particle Countin'

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/ghostbustin/geiger_counter/test.html (1 of 2) [10/5/2001 3:55:17 PM]



Calorimetric ("energy-measuring") detectors
absorb the energy of a particle and convert it
into light which can be observed by
light-sensitive detectors. The amount of light
observed measures the energy of the particle.
Absorbing high-energy particles requires a lot
of material, typically many feet of steel or lead.
The calorimeter surrounds the point of
interaction in a collider detector.

In calorimeters different particles travel different
distances before being absorbed. Photons and
electrons lose energy very quickly and stop in the
first layers of a calorimeter. Muons, by contrast,
can pass through many feet of steel before losing
their energy. Jets from quarks have an intermediate
range. Physicists use the distance a particle travels
in a calorimeter to identify the particle.

Question 7: In which layer would photons be trapped?

Tracking Electromagnetic Hadron Muon

●   

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: Mar.1,1999
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/ghostbustin/geiger_counter/test.html

Test Your Knowledge of Particle Countin'
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Particle countin' feedback
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Particle Trappin'

 

 

This activity needs Shockwave. If
you don't see the animation above,

click 

Go to Game

Be sure to turn up your sound! 

Ghost Bustin'

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: June 12, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/ghostbustin/calorimeter/activity.html

Particle Trappin'
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Particle Trappin' - Join the Team

Welcome to our experimental team. We want to measure the mass
of the Z particle. Zs don't live long so we can't trap them, but we
can trap the particles they decay into. If we measure the energies
of the particle children of the Z, we can calculate its mass. Check
out the animation of some, but not all of the ways the Z decays
into its particle children.

Did you notice two particle children are the electron (e) and the pion ( )? Your
job is to help build the "Particle Shed" below to trap electrons and pions and to
measure their energy. We will be getting the Zs from a Z factory.
How can you trap particles?

Ghost Bustin'

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: June 26, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/ghostbustin/calorimeter/intro1.html
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Particle Trappin' - A Sieve

First, you need to build a device to
distinguish between pions and
electrons, a sort of sieve that traps
each in a different section.

What do physicists use?

Ghost Bustin'

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: June 26, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/ghostbustin/calorimeter/intro2.html

Particle Trappin' - Intro (2)
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Particle Sieve - Identifying Particles

First, you need to build a device to distinguish between pions and
electrons. Physicists line up different metals (shown in red, light blue and
green). Each metal traps different types of particles and allows other types
to pass through. You will be building the red and light blue sections,
labeled calorimeters. Show me more about calorimeters.

Ghost Bustin'

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: June 26, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/ghostbustin/calorimeter/intro3.html

Particle Trappin' - Intro (3)
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What's a Calorimeter?

Calorimeters measure the trapped energy of the incoming particle. A
calorimeter is a layer cake of metal slabs and detectors. When a particle
enters the metal, it causes a shower of particles, somewhat like lightning
moving through the atmosphere. The shower of particles loses energy as
it goes through the metal. How do physicists measure the energy lost in
the slabs?
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Measuring Energy Lost in Each Slab

By placing detectors between each metal slab,
physicists measure the energy lost in each slab.
The green bars indicate how much energy was
lost in each slab. The energy is spread out over a
number of layers depending how deep the shower
goes. The green bars start out small, get quite tall,
and then drop off. WARNING: If you do not
have enough layers, you may miss some of the
energy. How do they get the total energy?
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Measuring the Total Energy Deposited in the
Calorimeter

Physicists add up the energy in all the detectors to get the total
energy deposited in the calorimeter by the particle.

Now you know how to identify your particles and measure their
energy. Find out your assignment or if you are really curious,
more about the detectors.
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Optional: How the Detector Works

Physicists install light-sensitive detectors called scintillators in between
the slabs of metal. The amount of light collected in the scintillator tells
the amount of energy lost. The light travels through the light pipe into
the photomultiplier tube which enhances the green LED signal in the
Energy Display. 

 

What's your assignment?
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Your Assignment

Your job is to build two calorimeters back to back. One will detect pions
and the other electrons. The metals you will use are lead and uranium.
Here are the basic components of each of your calorimeters.

You have to experiment with your calorimeters in a test beam to see that
they

trap pions in one calorimeter and electrons in the other for all
possible beam energies.

●   

each have enough slabs to capture all the energy for particles in the
test beam.

●   

do not have more slabs than you need because we cannot go over
budget. These slabs and detectors are expensive!

●   

When you are done, answer these questions for your report and you can
earn Einstein bucks!

Go to the Lab with the Test Beam.
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Particle Trappin' Shockwave

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/ghostbustin/calorimeter/screens/calorimeter.html [10/5/2001 3:55:36 PM]



Particle Trappin'

Earn Einstein Bucks. Fill in the form below. You can always go
back to the window with the calorimeter to check how it works.

Particles trapped in lead:  pions  electrons

Particles trapped in uranium:  pions  electrons

Least number of slabs of lead needed to measure 45 Gev particles:

Least number of slabs of uranium needed to measure 45 Gev particles:

To double your bucks, answer the following:

Each Z can decay into two pions or two electrons.
Each pion or electron has an energy of about 45 GeV. 

About how much do you think the mass of the Z is?  45   90  
180
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Test Your Knowledge of Particle Trappin"
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Methods: Scattering and Collisions
Patterns are the Clue.

Scientists work by posing important new
questions about the natural world. They
develop theories, and invent tools and
techniques to answer their questions and test
their theories. Particle physicists are scientists
who develop and test theories about the
smallest particles of matter. Fermilab physicists
create particles by accelerating protons and
making them collide with particle targets.
Sometimes the protons collide with fixed
particle targets (hydrogen ions, iron, tungsten,
for example); sometimes the protons collide
head on with moving anti-protons. These
collisions (also called events) create new
particles. Scientists record and study how the
newly created particles move away (or scatter)
from the collision. By observing this behavior,
scientists can learn about the particles and the
forces that control their interactions, and
sometimes discover particles not seen before.

Code Crackin'

Story: Methods: Collisions and Scattering
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Read Particle Graffiti!
 

 Today you're the physicist sitting in the
control room at the CDF detector
watching events as they appear on the
computer screen. You are looking at the
signatures of particles - "particle
graffiti".

Click to Continue

   

 Einstein Bucks
Double Your Bucks and Quit Particle Graffiti

Particle Graffiti
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Your job is to identify W, Z,
Jet and background or junk
events by clicking on one of
the four buttons whenever a
new event appears. You will
get Einstein bucks for
correctly identifying particles
and lose them if you
misidentify them.

 

Remember if you get stuck, you can always click "Help".

Click to Continue

   

Particle Graffiti Introduction (2)
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 Physicists have made precise
measurements of the masses
of the W and Z particles.
Using the CDF detector and
the D0 detector, scientists
discovered the top quark, the
last quark to be observed.

Let's see how a good a
physicist you are.

Play particle graffiti.
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How does the positron appear in a lego plot?

Click to see if you understand where (in degrees) the positron energy appears on each
plot.
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Here's a CTC plot of a Z event. We have a
positron and electron depositing energy in
opposite sides of the detector. To double
your Einstein bucks, click on the lego plot
on the right that corresponds to this CTC
plot. Look at the previous plots for help.

Particle Graffiti- Double Score (page 3)
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To Print Your Einstein Bucks
Click on the Window with your bucks. If you cannot see it, click on Show Bucks.●   

Select Print under the Browser File Menu.●   

To check if you made the high score list, click High Score.●   

When you are done, click on Quit Game.●   

Particle Graffiti- Print Bucks
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Play Particle Pool

Tracks of Particles in a Bubble Chamber

This activity needs Shockwave. If you
can't see the animation, click

 

Particle Pool
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Particle Pool (Shockwave)
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Adding a Magnet

Tracks of Particles in a Bubble Chamber

Look how some of the tracks in the bubble
chamber picture are curved. Particle physicists
discovered that they could make the trails of
the particles more distinctive if they put a
magnet in their apparatus. The paths of
charged particles would bend. The direction a
particle bent depended on whether the particle
had a positive or negative charge. In Particle
Pool, we had nothing comparable to a magnet
so our tracks were straight.

Double Your Einstein Bucks.
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Particle Pool - Double Your Einstein Bucks!!

Look at the tracks in events from the two collider experiments at Fermilab, D0
and CDF. Can you tell which one or ones used a magnet as part of the detector?
Select the correct answer on the right and double your bucks!

D0 Event CDF Event

Only
D0

Only
CDF

Both
D0
and
CDF
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Great! You now have Einstein Bucks!!

Only the CDF detector had a magnet when experimenters at CDF and D0
discovered the top quark. Many of the tracks in the CDF event are curved, but

those in the D0 event are not. The next upgrade of the D0 detector has a
magnet.

D0 Event
CDF Event

Print Your Bucks

Go Back
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Particle Pool - Show Bucks
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Particle Pinball - Recognizing Patterns
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Particle Pinball - Recognizing Patterns

Look at the pattern made by BBs hitting a circular target. They produce a characteristic
pattern as they pass by or careen off the target and land in the black bins around the
outside. Can you recognize the patterns made by different hidden targets? To try, click on
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Particle Pinball-Experiment 1
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Click on the pattern above that matches your results in the experiment. Twice as many
BBs made Patterns A, B, and C than in your experiment.

Patterns
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Particle Pinball-Experiment 2
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Particle Pinball - Double Your Einstein Bucks!!

In Experiment 2, you made a
pattern like Pattern A. When the
gray disk was taken off to reveal
the hidden target, what shape do
you think it had? Was it a square,
triangle, or three pegs? Click on the
correct shape below.
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Sorry! You still have Einstein Bucks!!

Pattern A is made by the BBs hitting a triangle.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back
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Great! You now have Einstein Bucks!!

Pattern A is made by the BBs hitting a triangle.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back
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Particle Pinball - Double Your Einstein Bucks!!

In Experiment 3, you made a
pattern like Pattern B. When the
gray disk was taken off to reveal
the hidden target, what shape do
you think it had? Was it a square,
triangle, or three pegs? Click on the
correct shape below.
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Sorry! You still have Einstein Bucks!!

Pattern B is made by the BBs hitting a square.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back
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Great! You now have Einstein Bucks!!

Pattern B is made by the BBs hitting a square.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back
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Particle Pinball - Double Your Einstein Bucks!!

In Experiment 1, you you made a
pattern like Pattern C. When the
gray disk was taken off to reveal
the hidden target, what shape do
you think it had? Was it a square,
triangle, or three pegs? Click on the
correct shape below.
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Sorry! You still have Einstein Bucks!!

Pattern C is made by the BBs hitting three pegs.
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Great! You now have Einstein Bucks!!

Pattern C is made by the BBs hitting three pegs.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back
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Particle Pinball - Show Bucks
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Ideas: Discovering Nature's Laws

There is an amazing beauty and symmetry in
nature. Think of snowflake, a daisy or a
honeycomb. The shapes of these and all other
natural objects depend on an underlying structure
of matter. For centuries scientists have wondered
what this structure might be. Their studies have led
to a search for particles that are the smallest,
simplest building blocks of matter, and for the
forces that control their behavior. The particles are
quarks and leptons; the forces are gravity,
electromagnetism, the weak force and the strong
force. Fermilab scientists are leading this
international search to learn how the universe
works.

When scientists study the subatomic particles
and forces that bind them together, they also
learn about the early history of the universe
and how it began with the "Big Bang." When
the universe was very young, atoms didn't
exist, because it was too hot for them to form.
The only form of matter was a sort of
"primordial soup," consisting of the most basic
particles, such as quarks and electrons. At
Fermilab, scientists use the Tevatron to make
the ingredients of primordial soup by
smashing together protons and antiprotons at
very high energies. The earlier we look in
time, the fewer and more basic the particles
become, and the fewer forces are needed to
control their behavior. The laws of physics are
valid in the whole universe and throughout the
whole of time.

Law 'n Order
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Law 'n Order
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Baryon Bonanza
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Baryon Bonanza (playing)
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Making
Baryons

Matter/
Antimatter

Antibaryons Mesons Hadrons

Making Baryons: Some quark combinations can actually make more than one
baryon, but the game only shows one to make it simpler. You could make even
more baryons if you combined these four quarks with the bottom quark, but not the
top quark. The top quark lives for such a short time that it cannot combine with
other quarks to form a baryon.

Matter/Antimatter: For every kind of particle there is a corresponding kind of
antiparticle. This almost doubles the size of the Particle Zoo. When a particle and
its antiparticle get together, they can annihilate into pure energy or into other
particles. This happens at Fermilab when protons and antiprotons collide in the
Tevatron. The Tevatron Collider is the only place in the world where physicists can
make all the observed particles.

Proton/Antiproton Collision

Antibaryons - Even More Baryons: For every quark combination that makes a
baryon, you can make an antiquark combination. For example, if you combine an
antidown, antiup and antiup quark, you get an antiproton! But Nature does not
combine quarks and antiquarks in baryons.

Mesons: Quarks and antiquarks combine to make a whole new set of particles
called mesons. For example, up and antidown make a pion; an strange and antiup
make a kaon. These quark pairs add many more particles to the Particle Zoo.

Hadrons: are particles made from quarks. Mesons and baryons are hadrons.

Making
Baryons

Matter/
Antimatter

Antibaryons Mesons Hadrons

Baryon Information
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Close this window when you are done.

Baryon Information
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Welcome to Double Delight where you can go home with
double the bucks you came in with by answering a

question.

Physicists named baryons with Greek
letters like you see on the buttons
below. What letter(s) did they give
baryons made of two up or down
quarks and one charm and strange
quarks?

Study the chart to see which Greek
letters they used and then click below
on the matching letter(s).

Xis Omegas
Sigmas and
Lambdas

Deltas,
neutron and

proton

Law 'n Order

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: April 28, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/standard_model/baryon_bucks4.html

Double Bucks
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Great! You Made The Correct Choice!
You doubled your Einstein Bucks!!

The sigmas and lambas are made up of two up or down and one strange or charm quarks.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back

Correct
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Baryon Bonanza - Show Bucks
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Sorry! You made the wrong choice! The correct answer is
sigmas and lambdas

The sigmas and lambas are made up of two up or down and one strange or charm quarks.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back

Correct

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/lawn...standard_model/wrong4.html?name=Marilyn+Fox&score=50 [10/5/2001 3:57:25 PM]
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Welcome to Double Delight where you can go home
with double the bucks you came in with by answering a

question.

Physicists named baryons with Greek
letters like you see on the buttons
below. What Greek letter(s) did they
give baryons made of only up and
down quarks?

Study the chart to find baryons with the
right quarks, look at what Greek letters
they have and then click on the
matching letter(s) below.

Xis Omegas
Sigmas and
Lambdas

Deltas,
neutron and

proton

Law 'n Order

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: April 28, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/standard_model/baryon_bucks1.html
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Welcome to Double Delight where you can go home
with double the bucks you came in with by answering a

question.

Find the row of baryons made of
only charm and strange quarks
in the chart on the left.

●   

See the strange letters physicists
used to label them? They're
mainly letters in the Greek
alphabet.

●   

Click on the matching letter(s)
below.

●   

Xis Omegas
Sigmas and
Lambdas

Deltas,
neutron and

proton

Law 'n Order

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: April 28, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/standard_model/baryon_bucks2.html
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Welcome to Double Delight where you can go home with
double the bucks you came in with by answering a

question.

Physicists named baryons with Greek
letters like you see on the buttons
below. What letter(s) did they give
baryons made of one up or down and
two strange or charm quarks?

Study the chart to see which Greek
letters they used and then click below
on the matching letter(s).

Xis Omegas
Sigmas and
Lambdas

Deltas,
neutron and

proton

Law 'n Order

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: April 28, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/standard_model/baryon_bucks3.html
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Particle Families- Intro
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Particle Families- Level 2
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Particle families- Level 4
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Explanation of the Color of Quarks in Baryons

In this representation, each baryon consists of three
quarks or antiquarks shown as triangles within the larger
circle.

The colors of each quark represent a property physicists
call color. The quarks aren't really colored, but it is a
convenient way to represent the property. Quarks can be
red, blue, or green while antiquarks can be yellow, cyan,
or magenta.

The three quarks or antiquarks in a baryon must have
different colors and combine to make white. Baryons
cannot be made from a mixture of quark and antiquark
colors. For example, a mixture of two antiquark colors
(yellow and magenta) and one quark color (green) would
not mix to make white so it is illegal.

Explanation of the Color of Quarks in Baryons

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/lawnorder/particle_families/baryons_co_explain.html [10/5/2001 3:57:37 PM]



Explanation of the Charge on Baryons

 

Each baryon consists of three quarks represented by small circles within the larger
circle.

 

 The pluses and minuses in each quark represent the charge of each quark where
each plus represents 1/3 of a charge and each minus represents -1/3 of a charge.

 

To be a baryon, the sum of all the charges has to equal an integer (e.g.,-1, 0, 1 ). In
the example, the sum is zero shown in the upper right corner.

Explanation of the Charge on Baryons
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Explanation of Quarks in Baryons

Physicist believe there are six quarks - up (u), down
(d), charm (c), strange (s), top (t), and bottom (b) and
their antiquarks - antiup, antidown, anticharm,
antistrange, antibottom, and antitop. Antiquarks are
labeled with a letter with a bar over it.

Each baryon consists of three quarks or three
antiquarks represented by small circles within the
larger circle. Quarks are labeled with a letter. A
baryon cannot be made of a mixture of quarks and
antiquarks.

The most familiar baryons are protons and neutrons.
They make up the nucleus of atoms and are made up
of top and bottom quarks. In fact, everything you see
in the world, for example, your computer or your
body, is made of top and down quarks and electrons.
They are truly the building blocks of matter.

Explanation of Quarks in Baryons
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Explanation of Quarks in Mesons

Physicist believe there are six quarks - up (u), down
(d), charm (c), strange (s), top (t), and bottom (b) and
their antiquarks - antiup, antidown, anticharm,
antistrange, antibottom, and antitop. Antiquarks are
labeled with a letter with a bar over it.

Each meson consists of one quarks and one antiquark
represented by small circles within the larger circle.
Quarks are labeled with a letter. A meson cannot be
made of two quarks or two antiquarks.

Examples of mesons are the pion and the kaon.

Explanation of Quarks in Mesons
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Explanation of the Colors of Quarks and Antiquarks in
Mesons

In this representation, each meson consists of one quark
and one antiquark shown as intersecting circles within
the larger circle.

The colors of each quark represent a property physicists
call color. The quarks aren't really colored, but it is a
convenient way to represent the property. Quarks can be
red, blue, or green while antiquarks can be cyan, yellow,
or magenta.

The one quark and one antiquark in a meson must have
colors that combine to make white. Only the anticolor of
a color combines to make white. Red's anticolor is cyan;
blue's anticolor is is yellow; green's anticolor is
magenta. The part of the two circles that overlaps
represents the mixture of the colors of the two quarks.

Explanation of the Colors of Quarks and Antiquarks in Mesons
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What is a Particle FAMILY?
One reason scientists study particles is to find their similarities and differences.

What is a family?

Science often begins by grouping things.

Zoologists classify animals so that tigers, cheetahs, and tabbies end up in the family of "cats" (felines).

The Russian scientist, Dmitri Mendeleev, grouped elements in the Periodic Table according to their chemical
properties and atomic weights. It was many years after Mendeleev that chemists understood WHY elements

belonged to certain groups.

Particle Families-Relevance

http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/labyrinth/games/lawnorder/particle_families/part_fam_double.html (1 of 2) [10/5/2001 3:57:50 PM]



What is a particle family?

Physicists group particles called quarks and leptons into "families."

Today, physicists are trying to understand WHY quarks and leptons belong to particular groups.

Not so long ago scientists discovered so many new particles (several hundred) they called them a Particle Zoo. The
picture was simplified with the discovery of more basic particles - quarks and leptons - that physicists group into
families. In the Particle Family Game, you grouped the imaginary particles by identifying common characteristics

as physicists do.

QUESTION: Does the electron belong to the Family of
Quarks or Leptons?

Quarks - Leptons
Original Author: Mason Kidd - mrkidd@fnal.gov

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: June 11, 1998

Particle Families-Relevance
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Nature's Scale

 
 

This activity needs Shockwave. If
you don't see the animation above,

click 

Go to Game
 

 

 

Law 'N Order

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: May 11, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/natures_scale/activity.html
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Nature's Scale - Shockwave
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Nature's Scale - Shockwave (Double Your Bucks)
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Congratulations! You earned Einstein Bucks in Nature's Scale!!

Quarks are the smallest objects physicists have discovered.
Are they made of something smaller?

Print out your bucks or go back to Law 'n Order.

Print Your Bucks

Go Back

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: May 16, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/natures_scale/done.html

Nature's Scale - End
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What are the Basic Forces Between
Particles?

The Standard Model describes how the fundamental particles
affect each other–how they interact, the forces they feel.

You may think of forces as pushes and pulls. Particle
physicists think of forces as interactions between
particles that produce structure–from protons to
galaxies. The Standard Model would not be complete
if it did not explain how particles behave together. It
would be like having a set of K'nex without the
rods–you couldn't build much.

Law 'n Order

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Shockwave Movie by Liz Quigg: liz@fnal.gov
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/four_forces/intro.html

Basic Forces Between Particles
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Four Forces
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Four Forces (Shockwave)
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Four Forces (Shcokwave)
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Four Forces (Shockwave-Intro 1)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Intro 3)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Force Fiend)
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Four Forces (Shockwave -E&M 1)
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Four Forces (Shcokwave -E&M 2)
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Four Forces (Shockwave -E&M 3)
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Four Forces (Shockwave -E&M last)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Weak 1)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Weak 2)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Weak 3)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Weak last)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Strong 1)
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Four forces (Shockwave - Strong 2)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Strong 3)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Gravity 1)
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Four Forces (Shockwave - Gravity 2)
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Learn about the four forces and the Fermilab physicists who study them.

Chart - Strong - Electromagnetic - Gravity - Weak - Return to Game

More Info - Four Forces
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Learn about the four forces and the Fermilab physicists who study them.

All - Strong - Electromagnetic - Gravity - Weak - Return to Game

More Info - Four Forces Chart
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All - Chart - Strong - Electromagnetic - Gravity - Weak - Return to Game

Strong
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All - Chart - Strong - Electromagnetic - Gravity - Weak - Return to Game

Electromagnetic
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All - Chart - Strong - Electromagnetic - Gravity - Weak - Return to Game

Gravity
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All - Chart - Strong - Electromagnetic - Gravity - Weak - Return to Game

Weak
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Double Your Bucks
Fill out the following chart to indicate which forces affect the particles
along the left. Click on the circle next to Yes if they feel the force and
No if they don't. Some of the answers may surprise you, but you can
double your bucks if you answer most of them correctly.

Refer to the chart in the other window or the glossary below if you
need help.

 Four Forces

Particles Gravity Electromagnetic Weak Strong

neutron  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No

neutrino  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No

quark  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No

proton  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No

photon  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No

electron  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No  Yes  No

Click the button to .

Glossary
electron

A negatively charged particle belonging to the family of leptons.
It has mass and combines with the nucleus to make atoms.

neutrino

An elusive particle because it barely interacts with other particles.
It has zero or very little mass. Scientists are trying to determine if
it has mass. It has no electrical charge and belongs to the family
of leptons. There are three types of neutrinos: electron neutrinos,
tau neutrinos, and mu neutrinos, corresponding to their lepton
partners, the electron, tau, and mu.

neutron

Double Bucks
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A particle with no charge made up of three quarks,one up and
two downs. The neutron and proton make up the nucleus of an
atom.

photon

A particle with no mass or electrical charge. Photons are the
carriers of the electromagnetic force.

proton

A particle with positive electrical charge made up of three
quarks,two ups and one down. The neutron and proton make up
the nucleus of an atom.

quark

One of the basic building blocks of matter. There are six types of
quarks: up, down,charm, beauty, bottom, and top. Three of them
combine to make baryons, for example, the proton and neutron.
Two combine to make mesons. They have mass and electrical
charge.

You can learn more about different particles in
Particle Families and Baryon Bonanza in Law 'n Order.

Law 'n Order

Web Maintainer: ed-webmaster@fnal.gov
Last Update: May 31, 2000
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/fermilabyrinth/games/lawnorder/four_forces/four_forces_bucks.html
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Four Forces - Show Answers
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Fermilabyrinth : Diggin' Deeper 
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Information on High Energy Physics from Fermilab
Fermilab Virtual tour and Research at Fermilab

Topics on Particle Physics from inquiring minds

QuarkQuest: A Fermilab Newspaper Written by Students for Students

Searching for the Building Blocks of Matter

The Discovery of the Top Quark
Top Quark (Fermilab Site)

Scientific American Article on the Top Quark

Lab and University Sites
The Particle Adventure from CPEP with a link to Physics Resources

CERN- Europe's High Energy Physics Lab

ATLAS: A Big Detector Being Built at CERN

Guide to High Energy Physics at Boston University

Powers of Ten from Florida State University
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http://www.fnal.gov/pub/about/tour/index.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/about/experiments/index.html
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/inquiring/index.html
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/qquest/qquest.html
http://www-ed.fnal.gov/projects/exhibits/searching/
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/inquiring/physics/discoveries/top_quark_background/top95_background.html
http://www.sciam.com/0997issue/0997tipton.html target=
http://Particleadventure.org/
http://www.cern.ch/public/
http://pdg.lbl.gov/atlas/atlas.html
http://physics.bu.edu/ATLAS/guide/index.html
http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceopticsu/powersof10/index.html
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